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QUESTION 1

You are evaluating the performance of a database environment. 

You must avoid unnecessary locks and ensure that lost updates do not occur. 

You need to choose the transaction isolation level for each data scenario. 

Which isolation level should you use for each scenario? To answer, drag the appropriate isolation levels to the correct
scenarios. Each isolation may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between 

panes or scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Readcommitted 

Read Committed: A transaction T1 executing under this isolation level can only access committed data. 

Pros: Good compromise between concurrency and consistency. 

Cons: Locking and blocking. The data can change when accessed multiple times within the same transaction. 

Box 2: Read Uncommitted 

Read Uncommitted (aka dirty read): A transaction T1 executing under this isolation level can access data changed by
concurrent transaction(s). 

Pros: No read locks needed to readdata (i.e. no reader/writer blocking). Note, T1 still takes transaction duration locks for
any data modified. 

Cons: Data is not guaranteed to be transactionally consistent. 

Box 3: Serializable 

Serializable: A transaction T1 executing under this isolation level provides the highest data consistency including
elimination of phantoms but at the cost of reduced concurrency. It prevents phantoms by taking a range lock or table
level lock if 

range lock can\\'t be acquired (i.e. no index on the predicate column) for the duration of the transaction. 

Pros: Full data consistency including phantom protection. 

Cons: Locking and blocking. The S locks are held for the duration of the transaction that can lower the concurrency. 

References: 

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/sqlcat/2011/02/20/concurrency-series-basics-of-transaction-isolation-levels/ 
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QUESTION 2

Note: this question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may
be correct for more than one question in the series. Each question is independent of the other questions in the series. 

Information and details provided in a question apply only to that question. 

You are developing and application to track customer sales. 

You need to create an object that meet the following requirements: 

- Run managed code packaged in an assembly that was created in the Microsoft.NET Framework and uploaded in
Microsoft SQL Server. 

-

Run written a transaction and roll back if a future occurs. 

-

Run when a table is created or modified. 

What should you create? 

A. extended procedure 

B. CLR procedure 

C. user-defined procedure 

D. DML trigger 

E. scalar-valued function 

F. table-valued function 

Correct Answer: B 

The common language runtime (CLR) is the heart of the Microsoft .NET Framework andprovides the execution
environment for all .NET Framework code. Code that runs within the CLR is referred to as managed code. 

With the CLR hosted in Microsoft SQL Server (called CLR integration), you can author stored procedures, triggers, user-
defined functions, user-defined types, and user-defined aggregates in managed code. Because managed code
compiles 

to native code prior to execution, you can achieve significant performance increases in some scenarios. 

 

QUESTION 3

You run the following Transact-SQL following statement: 
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Customer records may be inserted individually or in bulk from an application. 

You observe that the application attempts to insert duplicate records. 

You must ensure that duplicate records are not inserted and bulk insert operations continue without notifications. 

Which Transact-SQL statement should you run? 

A. CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX IX_Customer_Code ON Customer (Code) WITH (ONLINE = OFF) 

B. CREATE UNIQUE INDEX IX_CUSTOMER_Code O Customer (Code) WITH (IGNORE_DUP_KEY = ON) 

C. CREATE UNIQUE INDEX IX Customer Code ON Customer (Code) WITH (IGNORE DUP KEY =OFF) 

D. CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX IX_Customer_Code ON Customer (Code) 

E. CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX IX_Customer_Code ON Customer (Code) WITH (ONLINE = ON) 

Correct Answer: B 

IGNORE_DUP_KEY = { ON | OFF } specifies the error response when an insert operation attempts to insert duplicate
key values into a unique index. The IGNORE_DUP_KEY option applies only to insert operations after the index is
created 

or rebuilt. The option has no effect when executing CREATE INDEX, ALTER INDEX, or UPDATE. The default is OFF. 

Incorrect Answers: 

ONLINE = { ON | OFF } specifies whether underlying tables and associated indexes are available for queries and data
modification during the index operation. The default is OFF. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/create-index-transact-sql?view=sql-server-2017 

 

QUESTION 4

You are maintaining statistics for a database table named tblTransaction. The table contains more than 10 million
records. You need to create a stored procedure that meets the following requirements: 

-On weekdays, update statistics for a sample of the total number of records in the table. 

-On weekends, update statistics by sampling all rows in the table. 

A maintenance task will call this stored procedure daily. 

How should you complete the stored procedure? To answer, select the appropriate Transact-SQL segments in the
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answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: UPDATE STATISTICS Box 2: SAMPLE 20 PERCENT UPDATE STATISTICS tablenameSAMPLE number {
PERCENT | ROWS } Specifies the approximate percentage or number of rows in the table or indexed view for the query
optimizer to use when it updates statistics. For PERCENT, number can be from 0 through 100 and for ROWS, number
can be from0 to the total number of rows. Box 3: UPDATE STATISTICS Box 4: WITH FULLSCAN FULLSCAN
computes statistics by scanning all rows in the table or indexed view. FULLSCAN and SAMPLE 100 PERCENT have
the same results. FULLSCAN cannot be used with the SAMPLE option. References:https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms187348.aspx 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is 

exactly the same in each question in this series. 

You have a database named Sales that contains the following database tables: Customer, Order, and Products. The
Products table and the Order table are shown in the following diagram. 
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The customer table includes a column that stores the data for the last order that the customer placed. 

You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage
requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. 

You need to create triggers that meet the following requirements: 

Optimize the performance and data integrity of the tables. 

Provide a custom error if a user attempts to create an order for a customer that does not exist. 

In the Customers table, update the value for the last order placed. 

Complete all actions as part of the original transaction. 

In the table below, identify the trigger types that meet the requirements. 

NOTE: Make only selection in each column. Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

INSTEAD OF INSERT triggers can be defined on a view or table to replace the standard action of the INSERT
statement. 

AFTER specifies that the DML trigger is fired only when all operations specified in the triggering SQL statement have
executed successfully. 

References:https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms175089(v=sql.105).aspx 
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